DISGRACE  ABOUNDING
able monument is that conscript soldiers hewed every block of
stone, save for those that came from Ivan Mestrovitch's own work-
shop, assembled them, built the steps, wired the torches, planted
the groves of young firs round about. Mestrovitch himself,
incidentally, is a Croat, and a most Croat-conscious Croat at that.
I love that hilltop and that tomb, and only hope that it will
retain its meaning, that Yugoslavia will continue free and peaceful
and become a land where all its citizens will happily live, so that
the grave on Mount Avala can become a place of glad pilgrimage
for all Yugoslavs. I should be sorry if this lovely temple, which
in some way contrives to express the courage of men and the sorrow
of women and sacrifice and triumph, were ever to become an
empty symbol, like the grave of the Czechoslovak Unknown
Warrior, like the grave of another unknown warrior I know, like
the Palace of the League of Nations at Geneva, shells from which
the soul has fled-
On November i ith, 1938, when I was once snore far away from
England, I thought of the ceremony at the Cenotaph in Whitehall.
In 1937 I had been in London on that day and, with the know-
ledge in my mind of the things I knew to be coming in Europe, I
could feel no response in my heart whatever to that ceremony
that once had moved me, nothing but cynicism. In 1938, when
some of those things had already begun to happen, I found it
almost blasphemous. I was glad to see that some English news-
papers had begun to give voice to this feeling, that the blah about
the fluttering of pigeons* wings in the silence and the muffled
sobbing of women was giving way to a more honest and less hum-
bugging kind of account, in which the suggestion peeped through
that, as conditions are in 1938, we should best express respect to
the million British dead by abolishing this commemoration of
1918.
In the early summer of 1938 there was an earthquake somewhere
in Belgium, I believe* In my opinion it was caused by those
British dead, all turning in their graves-
Back to Avala* When I had finished with the monument and
the view I went down to the little hotel and on to the terrace, for
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